Status - Implemented
The Office has Implemented a methodology to track the assets in Surplus by utilizing Access
tracking spreadsheets for "Rolling Stock" and "Non-Rolling Stock" maintained by the Office's
Procurement Division. The Procurement Division sends monthly Surplus reports to the Auditor
Controller's Office. Also, since the issuance of the original report, it is noted that the Office has
submitted Equipment Transfer forms to the Auditor-Controller's Office when equipment has
been transferred to Surplus.
Non-Capital Assets
Based on our review, we noted the Department does not have a central location/division that
maintains the complete record of the Department's non-capital assets, such as laptops, cell
phones, small printers, portable scanners, etc., thus making it difficult to ensure all County
property is accounted for and all issued property is returned upon separation of an employee.
Due to the Department not having a current centralized tracking methodology in place for non
capital assets, we were not able to rely on data provided and test the existence of the
Department's non-capital assets nor provide a determination if non-capital assets of the
Department of Information Technology have been properly transferred.
We recommend the Office develop a methodology to track and maintain the complete record of
the Office's non-capital assets, such as laptops, cell phones, small printers, portable scanners,
etc., in a central location/division, to ensure all County property is accounted for and all issued
property is returned upon separation of an employee. We also recommend the Office utilize this
record as part of the Office's exit checklist to ensure all issued property is returned upon
separation of an employee.
Office Response:
The CEO's office currently has a system for tracking the non-capital assets such as laptops, cell
phones, etc. and we are in the midst of adding those items assigned to Procurement, Central
Services, and Revenue Services to our list.
Status - Implemented During Follow-Up Review
The Office developed a methodology to track and maintain the complete record of the Office's
non-capital assets in the Office's fiscal unit which handles small asset purchases and updates
the logs when there are changes. The Office's fiscal unit maintains two logs, the Small Asset
Inventory, which tracks computers, laptops, printers, and scanners, and the Telecom inventory,
which tracks phones and tablets. The inventory logs include: the employee assigned to the non
capital asset(s), the location of the non-capital asset(s), the non-capital asset type, model, and
serial number(s), and a confirmation that the employee and the assigned non-capital asset(s)
is active.
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